level of signaling. This gap is spatial (cellular distances are on the scale of micrometers; protein movements are measured in angstroms), organizational (compartmentalization and orderly arrangements of pathways are essential to life), temporal (molecular movements occur in picoseconds to seconds, whereas cellular communication may persist substantially longer), and combinatorial (the sheer numbers of cell types, proteins, small molecules, stimuli, etc., and the multiplicity of their functional relationships with each other lead to extraordinary numbers of possibilities). The challenge to bridge this gap will require powerful new methods, interdisciplinary strategies, and creative, bold minds. We are encouraged by efforts to apply information theory to quantitatively interpret signal transmission (53), by multiscale modeling to bridge the molecular simulations to biochemical networks (54), and by whole-cell mapping of signaling protein dynamics (55, 56) . A holistic picture of the entire orchestra of dynamic contributions to cellular signaling can now begin to be envisioned. 
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Protein Dynamism and Evolvability
Nobuhiko Tokuriki and Dan S. Tawfik* The traditional view that proteins possess absolute functional specificity and a single, fixed structure conflicts with their marked ability to adapt and evolve new functions and structures. We consider an alternative, "avant-garde view" in which proteins are conformationally dynamic and exhibit functional promiscuity. We surmise that these properties are the foundation stones of protein evolvability; they facilitate the divergence of new functions within existing folds and the evolution of entirely new folds. Packing modes of proteins also affect their evolvability, and poorly packed, disordered, and conformationally diverse proteins may exhibit high evolvability. This dynamic view of protein structure, function, and evolvability is extrapolated to describe hypothetical scenarios for the evolution of the early proteins and future research directions in the area of protein dynamism and evolution. P roteins are proficient, accurate, and specific. These characteristics generally correlate with a lack of versatility; however, proteins also exhibit a marked ability to acquire new functions and structures. The evidence for the evolutionary adaptability of proteins is compelling, not only in the vast range of proteins that have presumably diverged from a few common ancestors, but also in recent evolutionary events such as the emergence of drug resistance and enzymes that degrade chemicals that appeared on this planet only a few decades ago.
What are the features that make proteins evolvable? Evolution acts by enriching preexisting diversities. Proteins conforming to the traditional view of absolute functional specificity, and only one well-defined structure are therefore not likely to readily respond to new selection pressures. However, a "new view" of proteins as an ensemble of alternative substructures, or conformers, in equilibrium with their so-called "native state" currently prevails [the new view was originally proposed by R. L. Baldwin and K. A. Dill in relation to protein folding and was later extended to describe native state ensembles (1) ]. The new view is more consistent with evolutionary adaptability and is extended here to an avant-garde view of protein dynamism and evolvability.
Conformational variability, or dynamism, is an inherent property of any polymeric chain. The conformational diversity observed in proteins ranges from fluctuations of side chains and movements of active-site loops to secondary structure exchanges and rearrangements of the entire protein fold. Alternate structural conformers can mediate alternate folds and functions (1, 2) . Such structural and functional diversity is the foundation of "protein evolvability," defined as the abil-ity of proteins to rapidly adopt (i.e., within a few sequence changes) new functions within existing folds or even adopt entirely new folds.
Functional promiscuity seems to be the starting point for divergence of new functions. Mutations can shift the equilibrium toward alternative functions and structures and therefore make up the raw material on which selection acts. Here, we discuss mechanisms that enable proteins to accumulate a larger number of mutations and thereby facilitate their adaptation. We also outline possible scenarios for the evolution of the earliest proteins by drawing parallels from RNA and protein folding intermediates, and we speculate what their properties could teach us about primordial protein forms. As there are only few wellcharacterized examples of recent adaptations and the ancient ones are challenging to track (3), we outline possible mechanisms and driving forces for the divergence of new functions and folds that mostly remain in the realm of theory and need to be experimentally substantiated, as discussed in the last section.
Local, Active-Site Flexibility Mediates Promiscuity and Evolvability Active-sites loops are flexible, and their sampling of conformational ensembles at different time scales and magnitudes is related to catalysis and regulation (4, 5) . The enzymatic chemistry occurs within rigid, preorganized sites, but other steps (such as product release) may determine the enzymatic turnover rate and could be facilitated by conformational rearrangements. The same flexibility that is required for catalysis can provide the basis for functional diversity and the route to evolutionary divergence of new functions. Many proteins exhibit multiple cellular functions, and enzymes promiscuously catalyze reactions other than the ones they originally evolved to catalyze (6) . This promiscuity and multispecificity could be ascribed to various ligands or substrates, shifting the equilibrium in favor of those minor conformations in the ensemble that bind them (1) (Fig. 1) .
Earlier examples of multispecificity include an antibody that was shown to exist, before ligand addition, in equilibrium between several different binding site conformers. These conformers enabled the binding of two unrelated ligands, each of which could shift the equilibrium in favor of a different conformer (7) . Recently, a nuclear magnetic resonance study of ubiquitin revealed an ensemble of conformers that are nearly identical to complexes of ubiquitin with 46 different partners (8) .
This inherent flexibility enables ubiquitin to bind multiple partners in a specific manner while fixing one out of many alternative conformations. Such conformationally plastic yet specific binding modes are also seen in T cell receptors and in "fuzzy complexes" where multiple conformations, or even complete disorder, prevail (9) . Examples of flexible enzymes include a cytochrome P450 that displays a wide range of different active-site conformations that bind and transform a wide diversity of substrates ( Fig. 2A) (10) . Loop flexibility also enables domain repositioning in iron regulatory protein 1, where one conformer binds mRNA to repress translation or degradation and the other binds an iron-sulfur cluster and becomes an aconitase enzyme (11) .
There seems to be a correlation between the degree of conformational diversity and promiscuity. In P450s, for example, the relatively rigid CYP2A6 exhibits narrow substrate specificity, whereas CYP3A4, the most promiscuous CYP known, exhibits the highest flexibility (12) . In antibodies, increased affinity for a ligand gives decreased binding-site flexibility (13) . Directed evolution experiments yield new enzymatic specificities by introducing mutations into inherently flexible active-site loops (14) . These mutations are generally destabilizing (14) , suggesting an increase in configurational entropy and active-site flexibility so that the new specificity comes from increasing a latent promiscuous function (15) . Similarly, mutations acquired by selecting for one promiscuous function often induce broad specificity and allow other unselected substrates to be accommodated (6), possibly by allowing new degrees of freedom to active-site loops (15) (Fig. 1 ). Though the above suggests that more flexible active sites are more promiscuous and more evolvable, a link between active-site flexibility and evolvability is yet to be established. Similarly, a role of promiscuous ligand and substrate binding, or reaction, in providing a starting point for new gene functions has been only implicated in few instances (16) (17) (18) and needs to be more broadly established.
Global Conformational Diversity and the Evolution of New Folds
Beyond the alternative side-chain rotamers and loop conformations described above (local flexibility), global structural rearrangements and fold transitions within the same sequence have also been observed (2, 19) . For example, lymphotactin exists in equilibrium between two different folds ( Fig. 2B ) (20) , and Mad 2 is a homodimer that adopts two different b-sheet organizations (21) .
Theoretical studies have also addressed the issue of fold transitions by mapping networks of sequencefold spaces, primarily in RNAwhere secondary structures are accurately predicted (22) , but also with lattice protein models (23) . Each fold makes up a neutral network-a set of sequences that adopt the same structure (and presumably the same function) and are connected by single point mutations. Individual neutral networks are connected to one another at certain transition points (sequences) and can therefore be smoothly traversed by single mutational steps. This idea was demonstrated by isolating two ribozymes with different folds and functions that are connected by single point mutations and an intermediate that equilibrates between the two (24) . In vitro evolution showed that a few mutations could convert one function into another while inducing a new fold (25) . Similarly drastic transitions of fold and function are rarely demonstrated with proteins, as their folds are far more complex (the RNAprotein analogy is discussed in the last section of this review). One example is a 28-amino acid cysteine-rich domain, where one mutation resulted Native conformer/function Promiscuous conformer/function
The dynamics of protein structure and function and protein evolvability. The model assumes that proteins exist as an ensemble of conformations, the dominant one being the native state (P N , interacting with the native ligand L). The alternative conformers relate to structural variations spanning from sidechain roatmers and active-site loop rearrangements to more profound fold transitions. Minor conformers (e.g., P 4 ) may mediate alternative functions, such as the promiscuous interaction with L* (where L* is a ligand that the protein did not evolve to bind). Mutations can gradually alter this equilibrium such that scarcely populated conformers become more favorable with substantial effects on the corresponding promiscuous function (e.g., an increase in occupancy of P 4 from 0.01 to 0.1 can yield a 10-fold increase in the overall level of promiscuous function). The relative occupancy of the native conformer would be hardly affected (e.g., from 0.5 to ≥0.41, leading to <20% loss of the native function). Similarly, higher specificity could evolve via mutations that reduce the occupancy of certain promiscuous conformers. This model also accounts for weak negative tradeoffs between the existing and evolving functions and the evolutionary potential of neutral mutations.
in an equilibrium between the original fold and the fold of another naturally occurring domain; another mutation completed this transition ( Fig.  2C ) (26) [see also recent reviews (2, 19) ].
Other examples of conformational switches in natural proteins include prions that exist in a soluble form and aggregated amyloid form, and a myriad of intermediate oligomeric forms. Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) make up another class of proteins where large structural transitions occur. Typically, order and tight packing are observed only when the ligand is bound (coupled binding-folding), and even then, other parts may remain disordered (9, 27) . IDPs are considered as a separate class of proteins with specific sequence compositions and functions that correlate with their unusual properties. Nevertheless, coupled binding and folding might have played a role in the evolution of the first protein forms and may be important in major fold transitions. Notably, order-disorder is not an all-or-nothing property. Short disordered segments are commonly observed within otherwise ordered proteins [and are often involved in function (9)], and relatively low degrees of order seem to characterize certain protein classes such as viral proteins (28) . In fact, partial order may endow high tolerance to sequence changes and higher evolvability.
Protein Evolvability and the Effects of Mutations
Evolution is the fixation of sequence changes, or mutations, that are often associated with functional changes and adaptation to new environments (adaptive mutations). However, mutations could also occur, and even fixate, with no apparent effects, as described by Kimura's neutral theory. A related issue is that evolvability has two contradictory components. Organisms, genes, and their encoded proteins are constantly exposed to mutations, and proteins whose neutrality or robustness (i.e., the ability to accommodate mutations without loss of structure and function) is limited may cause fitness losses at the organismal level. Yet because mutations generally accumulate one at a time, to adapt, the function and structure of a protein should change in response to few mutations (plasticity). Neutrality implies that mutations have no effect, whereas plasticity demands large effects of mutations on protein function and structure. Can the neutrality-plasticity dichotomy be reconciled (29)? Here we discuss this conundrum in relation to the functional and structural dynamism of proteins.
Contrary to the above dichotomy, comparisons of protein folds indicate that more neutral protein folds (folds that show higher sequence diversity) also exhibit higher functional diversification (30) . How could that be? Gene duplication, relief of selection from the redundant copy, and accumulation of a large number of mutations before the acquisition of a new function is one possibility, but the abundance of deleterious mutations leading to rapid nonfunctionalization make this scenario unfavorable (31) . Another explanation is that mutations can exhibit substantial effects on promiscuous protein functions but have minor effects on the native one (6) . Likewise, mutations that initially appeared as neutral in a given environment (as polymorphism, or even fixed in a population) can facilitate future adaptations under changing circumstances (29) by altering latent promiscuous functions and conformers ( Fig. 1) (23, 32) . Promiscuous conformers and functions can be also regarded as phenotypic variations. As is the case with regulatory networks, physiological adaptations such as the use of a promiscuous function in response to environmental changes, might correlate with changes that occur in response to mutations (evolutionary adaptations) (33) . That said, tradeoffs between existing and evolving protein functions (as well as between correlated physiological and evolutionary adaptations) are far from being fully understood, and many other mechanisms operate in addition to the simplistic models described here.
Another aspect that relates to the neutrality-plasticity dichotomy is the structural characteristics of highly evolvable proteins. Traditionally, neutrality correlates with high thermodynamic stability (34) . More than 80% of deleterious mutations relate to loss of protein stability, and the concomitant decline in the levels of soluble, functional protein. Thus, high stability (and, in particular, high thermodynamic stability owing to a more stable native state) correlates with well-packed, highly compact structures with increased tolerance to mutations (Fig. 3) (35) . In cases such as the immunoglobulin fold, tight packing and highly robust scaffolds are combined with pronounced function and sequence diversity achieved primarily via changes in surface loops (e.g., antibody complementarity determining region loops). This separation of a tightly packed scaffold and floppy active site is also seen in many enzyme families (e.g., TIM barrels) and could simultaneously promote neutrality (via a robust scaffold) and plasticity (via loop changes).
However, most proteins exhibit limited stability (34), even (or especially) when placed under high mutational rates. Proteins from RNA viruses, where mutations rates are~10 6 -fold higher than in bacteria and eukarya, exhibit structural features that correlate with low stability:
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Lys21Pro Gly11Val namely, loose packing, low compactness, and a tendency to local disorder. These features may indicate an alternative mode of tolerating mutations because individual mutations lead to smaller stability losses due to weak interresidue contacts (28) . This alternative mode of protein robustness is also supported by the observation that folds exhibiting the highest diversity in sequence and function show a higher tendency for disorder (30) . Many IDPs show high rates of sequence diversification, and RNAs highly evolvable character arises from a small number of long-range tertiary contacts. Hence, higher evolvability might also correlate with loose packing (low degree of tertiary interactions), low compactness, and disorder (local or global). However, although higher neutrality of disordered regions has been recorded (36) , their ability to rapidly evolve new functions and structures (plasticity) is yet to be established. The inevitable outcome of low stability could be partially compensated for by coupling function to folding or by destabilization of the unfolded state (negative design), rather than by high stability of the folded, native state (Fig. 3) .
The Evolution of Early Protein FoldsSpeculations and Future Directions As described above, the concepts of conformational diversity and functional promiscuity can be applied to describe how new proteins diverged from existing ones, gradually (through sequential mutations) and smoothly (through functional intermediates) (1, 2, 23 ). These concepts can be extended to the evolution of primordial protein precursors, an issue that is still in the realm of speculation and hypotheses.
The size of sequence space of biopolymers (n L , where n is the number of monomer types, and L is chain length) can be daunting (20 100 ≈ 10 130 sequence permutations for a 100-amino acid polypeptide). It makes the emergence of sequences with function a highly improbable event, despite considerable redundancy (many sequences giving the same structure and function). The higher evolvability of RNA compared with that of proteins is partly due to a vastly smaller sequence space (n = 4, as opposed to 20). However, functional proteins can be obtained with minimal sets of as few as nine amino acids (37) . Short polypeptides (L < 30) assembled as homo-or hetero-oligomers, can enhance function by avidity effects. Oligomerization, or even ordered b sheet-based aggregates (38) , could also promote the stability and solubility of emerging folds by burying exposed hydrophobic surfaces. Oligomeric interfaces may have composed the first binding and active sites (as is the case in numerous modern proteins). Duplication and fusion could then have resulted in larger, single-domain, monomeric proteins. The internal symmetry of about half of the known folds and the isolation of putative oligomeric precursors for highly symmetrical folds such as b propellers support this hypothesis (39) .
Another obstacle regarding the evolution of the first proteins (and enzymes in particular) is that function depends on a relatively structured native state, but structure itself provides no selective advantage. A scenario that function was selected for, and structure coevolved, is therefore likely (40) (Fig. 4A) . Assuming that partially ordered polypeptides made up the first evolutionary intermediates, two scenarios could be proposed (Fig. 4B) . In a manner similar to Haeckel's principle that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny, folding intermediates may reflect the nature of evolutionary intermediates. Proteins fold by diverse pathways. In some cases, a nucleus of secondary structure (that can partly exist in the unfolded state) is followed by tertiary long-range contacts. Alternatively, folding may begin with a seed of hydrophobic core via long-range interactions, followed by the formation of secondary structure (41) . There are potential pros and cons and anecdotal evidence supporting these scenarios. Molten globules that resemble advanced folding intermediates can exhibit enzymatic function (42) . Secondary structure elements such as a helices and b strands seem to evolve by simple patterning of polar and nonpolar amino acids (37) . The sequence constraints for b-strand formation in particular are very minimal (38) . A key to RNA evolvability seems to be a range of stable, easily exchangeable secondary structure elements, with only few and much weaker longrange tertiary interactions. On the other hand, tertiary interactions can be crucial because elements of tertiary structure in the form of 20-to 30-amino acid-long loops closed by hydrophobic interactions were identified as the potential seeds of protein folds (43) .
Overall, the dynamism of protein structure and function provides the grounds for evolutionary adaptations (whether they are new functions in existing folds or the emergence of completely new proteins) with the variety of models described here. However, key insights regarding protein evolution are still needed. How did the early protein forms evolve, and how do substantial fold transitions occur? Does global structural flexibility (and partial or complete disorder) provide higher evolvability of fold (Fig. 4) ? And, conversely, does local flexibility of active-site loops, combined with a robust well-packed scaffold, promote functional changes within the same fold? High flexibility and large ensembles of alternative conformers are likely to result in lower activity, so do evolvability and activity tradeoff? Are, for example, viral enzymes, more evolvable and Fig. 3 . Protein structure, stability, and evolvability. The figure depicts three stereotypes along an entire spectrum of packing orders. (A) Tightly packed, highly ordered, and compact proteins. An intense network of interresidue contacts makes the native state (N) highly favored and provides high stability [large energy difference between U (unfolded state) and N]. Such folds tolerate destabilizing mutations owing to an excess of stability that could be sacrificed without compromising their structural integrity. (B) Loosely packed proteins show lower degrees of interresidue contacts, fewer well-defined secondary structure elements (strands and helices), and higher fractions of loops and disordered segments. Therefore, the native state exhibits higher free energy, although the overall stability could be partly regained by destabilization of the unfolded state. Despite low stability, mutations are tolerated because sequence changes in weakly interacting residues cause smaller stability losses (28) . (C) Disordered proteins adopt a defined structure only when in complex (N + L), but even then, their bound states are fairly loose with few long-range tertiary interactions. Their native state is composed of an ensemble of different conformers of similar energy (N′, N′′, etc.), and they are highly amenable to sequence changes (27) .
hence less proficient than their highly ordered, well-packed orthologs? Is evolvability, therefore, an evolvable trait (44)? Traits such as functional promiscuity and conformational flexibility are inherent and need not be (and probably never were) selected for. Other traits such as robustness to mutations may have resulted from environmental, rather than genetic, pressures (45) . It could be, however, that by virtue of their evolutionary history, certain classes of enzymes are more evolvable than others. Secondary metabolism is constantly responding to environmental changes, whereas core metabolism remained largely unchanged. Are secondary metabolism enzymes more flexible, more evolvable, and generally less proficient? Theory and simulations, perhaps of close-to-actual protein structures rather than lattice models, could help to address these questions, as can experiments, including in vitro evolution experiments that enable the actual reconstruction of evolutionary processes. The latter can use entirely random sequences as starting points (46) but could be better guided by bioinformatics (47) , including phylogenies of large and prevalent superfamilies and folds that may have appeared first. The experimental reconstruction of the emergence of these rudimentary protein folds (and of function) from relatively simple and short polypeptides and insights regarding the intermediates along the route present a major challenge for future research. Evolutionary intermediates leading from a disordered protein to a folded one may resemble folding intermediates: 2°structure first involves the emergence of some secondary structure elements followed by the evolution of tertiary, long-range contacts and a fully folded protein. 3°struc-ture first involves the formation of a rudimentary hydrophobic core by virtue of closing loops with a length of 20 to 30 amino acids (43), followed by the evolution of secondary structure.
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